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Introduction
➢ Sparse adversarial attack

Problem formulation

Experiments

➢ Mathematically, the ℓ0 -based sparse attack is to find a perturbation
δ for an image x to fool a model f. Most white-box attacks tend to
find an local optimal δ which overfits x and f, since the δ is
optimized with the specific test image x. Instead, we train a
generator Gθ parameterized by θ.

➢ Transferability of adversarial examples

➢ Compared with previous sparse adversarial attack methods, our
generator’s parameter is optimized by a data distribution rather than
a single image. The increase of training data amount can reduce
overfitting and therefore boost transferability.

Framework

Summary
➢ Question: Can sparse adversarial attack be transferable?
➢ PGD0 [1] proposes to project the adversarial noise generated by the wellknown PGD to the ℓ0 -ball.
➢ SparseFool [2] converts the ℓ0 constraint problem into an ℓ1 constraint
problem and exploits the boundaries’ low mean curvature to compute
adversarial perturbations.
➢ GreedyFool [3] builds on the greedy algorithm and introduces a GAN-based
distortion map for better invisibility.
➢ Above methods contribute to achieve a high white-box attack success rate
under a low sparsity setting. We take a further deep step to explore the
transferability obtained by performing attack on substitute models.

➢ We enable the end-to-end training by factorizing the perturbation to the
element-wise product of two variables, including a vector which controls
perturbation magnitudes and a binary mask which controls where to
perturb.
➢ A hard-label quantization operator will cause gradient vanishing if used
in training (the derivative of all differentiable points is 0). Therefore, we
design an operator including randomness in the training stage.

➢ We propose a generator-based sparse adversarial attack framework.
➢ Our work sheds light on the existence of transferable ℓ0 based sparse
adversarial examples.
➢ Experiments illustrate state-of-the-art white-box sparse attack methods
tend to find adversarial examples which have the least number of
modified pixels but do not transfer.
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